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The most amazing feature of selectric typewriters is use of a replaceable golf-ball-shaped typing
material. This is in sharp contrast to use of type bars that was in wide use in late 1940s. Those
days, typewriters used conventional hammer and carriage mechanism. Executive and Standard
editions were very popular. The former produced great typeset qualities while the later suited as
console typewriters.

Rugged reliability and Snap-in & Snap out is especial features of selectric typewriters. These
typewriters first made its entry in 1930. With passage of time, many newer technological features
were added to it. Presently, they are available in the market in different shapes, colors and designs.
IBM is the brand that deserves credit for bringing these typewriters into the market.

IBM typewriter has dominated office typewriter market for over 2 decades. It is selective typewriter
that introduced desktop publishing. It facilitated neat appearance for typed face and change in fonts.
A user has many options to type such as in Thai, Greek, Hebrew, Lab notion, Japanese phonetic,
etc. Getting both characters printed by pressing two keys is possible.

Wheel writer 300 is the latest and advanced IBM typewriter. It is loaded with amazing text editing
features has along with  document storage facility of approx 30 pages. The typist has liberty to
revise stored text. Additionally, it gives them peace of mind because they need not worry about
committing errors while printing. Offices that use these typewriters require their employees to type in
different stressful situations. Therefore, errors and mistakes do take place every now and then. The
facility to revise stored text is an ideal way to rectify the errors once entire typing job is finished.
Depending upon requirement of a specific situation, a typist can keep switching size of characters.
Presence of auto-correction feature makes typing a tension-free experience.
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For more information on a ibm typewriter, check out the info available online; these will help you
learn to find the a http://www.refurbexpress.com/ListProduct.asp?bSubT&idCategory32 !
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